Nos projets

Nouvelles infrastructures

High-speed network in Belgium

Liaison Watermael-Schuman-Josaphat à Bruxelles
Liefkenshoek link in Antwerp

Demka bridge (Netherlands)

High speed line between Perpignan (France) and Figueres (Spain)

Motorway A11 over the line L51 between Bruges en Westkapelle
High speed line Sud Europe Atlantique (SEA) in France

High speed line Est européenne in France - Phase 2

Railway installations on the SEGAL site
Main Hub in Antwerp

Railway track doubling between Pétange and Luxembourg

High speed line Est européenne in France

Implement the Charleroi Light Railway
Betuweroute in Netherlands

High speed line between Perpignan (France) and Figueres (Spain)

Haramain High Speed Rail Corridor Project - Phase 1 (Saudi Arabia)
High speed line Bretagne Pays de la Loire (BPL) in France

Axe entre Gand et la côte

Bike bridges in Sint-Truiden
Rail Bypass Mechelen

Désenclavement nord de Brussels Airport

Modernisation des lignes existantes

The RER (Regional Express Network)

Removal of level crossings on the Belgian rail network
Track renewal study on the line between Fives and Hirson in France

Upgrading the traction sub-stations in Romania

Upgrade of Axis 3 (Brussels – Luxemburg)
Luxembourg - Sandweiler line in Luxembourg

Modernisation and upgrading of the Campina-Predeal railway line in Romania

Modernisation and upgrading of the Bucharest - Brasov railway line in Romania
Modernisation of the main railway stations in Romania

Expertise ferroviaire spécifique

Modernisation de l’Axe 3 (Bruxelles – Luxembourg)

Peer Review Northeast Corridor High-Speed Rail Project in USA
Realisation of a new high-speed railway connection between Lille (France) and London (England)

Haramain High Speed Rail Corridor Project - Phase 2 (Saudi Arabia)

Advisory and engineering services on infrastructure projects
Link between Valenciennes (France) and Mons (Belgium)

Feasibility study for rail cargo transport in Belgium

Concentration of signal boxes of the Belgian rail network
Track doubling and electrification on critical routes in India

Study on interface between pantographs and overhead lines for six European countries

Technical assistance for replacement of rail bridges across the Rhône

Peer review for construction of new high speed line between Copenhagen and Ringsted in Danemark
Validation of the geotechnical studies for maintenance work and flood control of the river Scheldt in Belgium

Technical audit on traction power installations on test site in Eastern France

Technical report on use of BIL 250 kV in inner sub-station
Review of the design of the new bridges and drawing up of a planning for the railway line at the Mae Nam Pasak Dam in Thailand

Bretagne Pays de la Loire (BPL) high speed line in France

Peer Review California High-Speed Rail Authority in USA
High speed line between Perpignan (France) and Figueres (Spain)

Grands bâtiments, dépôts et installations techniques

Atelier de Bascoup

Complete study, procurement and supervision of the works for the construction of a new train washing installation in Belgium
Study, project management and monitoring of works for construction of multi-purpose workplace in Melle